An architecture and a procedure for communicating scheduling expert systems based on fuzzy set theory is proposed. Fuzzy sets are used to express and to exchange constraints and their potential relaxation with the cooperating scheduling system that can interpret these constraints. 
Introduction
In most production management systems, the planning of required activities, machines and material is divided into layers due to complexity reasons. Scheduling of production processes is located between production planning and the actual shop floor control. The production planner considers tactical objectives of an enterprise, groups customer orders to jobs and assigns temporal slots to them under the criteria to utilize resources equally and to meet promised delivery dates. However, due to the global view of the enterprise, technical production constraints are often ignored. Consequently, the production planner assigns jobs only with a temporal window consisting of a release and a due date to give the scheduling system enough freedom to find a feasible schedule.
The production process is usually divided into subunits and the production can be seen as a flow through several subunits. In early production management theory this separation was aimed at to optimize subproblems of the manufacturing process [1] .
These separated production islands cause significant costs, since large intermediate stocks are created between them to make subunits independent. Modern production management theory aims at reducing these costs.
For the scheduling process this separation is advantageous because it reduces complexity. Since more constraints are considered on the scheduling level, a finer granularity for the representation model is required. Furthermore, the scheduler must also react on unforeseen events like machine break-downs, etc. Rapid correction of schedules should be possible. Consequently, it seems reasonable to have autonomous schedulers for subunits. However, to coordinate production better, communication between scheduling systems should take place. The communication has to address two aspects:
• The communicating partners may have different constraints and objectives in the production. If they have equal rights, a bi-directional communication is necessary.
• Schedules may continuously be modified due to unforeseen events in the production.
The communication should contain a filter mechanism to absorb minor modifications.
In [2] we have developed a model for reactive scheduling that optimizes, besides other criteria, the robustness of schedules. The idea is to construct schedules that can tolerate as many unforeseen events as possible. In the case that a schedule must be repaired in spite of this robustness it receives a higher evaluation if only few changes are made to the schedule. Both features are achieved through the application of fuzzy sets. Constraints like due dates, allowed sequences of jobs and processing times of operations are modeled by fuzzy sets. The fuzzy sets enable a simple model of describing how constraints may be relaxed. Furthermore, the importance of jobs is also weighted resulting in a schedule engine that can introduce new important jobs dynamically. By an iterative improvement method based on local repair [3] we optimize the satisfaction of all constraints.
If such repair-based scheduling systems that reason with fuzzy sets communicate, it is obvious that the communication itself should be based on fuzzy sets. Since we have scheduling systems with equal rights, the different constraints must be weighted and a trade-off between these constraints must be found. For example, two scheduling systems may negotiate about the finishing time of a job. If the first system wants an early delivery this may cause the violation of other constraints of the second system. Besides constraints on the absolute time also constraints on the temporal order can be expressed.
To find a globally near optimal schedule for two units, one system first constructs a schedule under its own constraints. If it has found a satisfying schedule with an evaluation value e 1 , it gives the schedule with the associated constraints to the second system. Each constraint consists of an importance value and a fuzzy set describing the possible relaxation. For the second system the constraints of the first system are organizational constraints that should be observed but its own technical constraints will be more important. The second system will "repair" this schedule under its own constraints. It might find a new schedule that violates some of the constraints imposed by the first system. It computes an evaluation value e 2 for this schedule. A further communication can now take place with the objective of maximizing the overall evaluation value e = e 1 + e 2 .
In the following we explain the necessity of communicating scheduling systems in the steel industry by an example from the VA Stahl AG at Linz. Here, the schedulers of the steel making shop and the rolling mill cooperate to minimize the intermediate stocks that, particularly in the steel industry cause very high costs. Although we restrict the example to these two plants we remark that of course more plants must negotiate in such an application and our proposed procedure can easily be extended. We first describe the application in some detail. Then we show on a simplified example how a schedule is constructed with the iterative improvement method. Afterwards we illustrate the communication between two scheduling systems and will finally conclude.
Description of the Application
Steel production is a multi-stage process with different groups of processes involving different plants. Raw materials are first melted together in a blast furnace to produce pig iron. Liquid pig iron, tapped from the blast furnace, is transported to the steel making shop. Here, converters are used to refine the iron into steel of the desired composition by blowing oxygen into the hot metal to oxidize the impurities. Ladle refining further eliminates impurities and adds alloy ingredients to make steel of a certain grade. The molten steel is then transported to a continuous caster to form slabs. Ladles pour the molten steel into a reservoir called a "tundish" serving as a buffer between the ladle and the casting machine, and allowing uninterrupted casting from several ladles. Depending of the steel quality, slabs of steel can go directly from the caster to the hot strip mill. If they are not delivered immediately to the mill they can be stored in a slab stock, but must be reheated before rolling at a later time. Some steel qualities however, must cool down before rolling. Some of the rolled material goes then to the cold strip mill for cold reduction. Rolled strips of steel are finally transported to the finishing section where they may undergo a variety of operations such as pickling, tempering, galvanizing, heat treating, coating, etc. For the illustration of the proposed approach we reduce the complexity of the description by considering only the steel making shop and the rolling mill. In reality, the casters of the steel making shop produce also for the forge and the foundry which makes it more complex to find good schedules for all plants. Especially this complexity demands a distributed problem solving method as proposed in the following.
Constraints in the Steel Making Shop
The tundish of a continuous caster has to be maintained after approximately 240 minutes. A second tundish is used, because this maintenance takes about 100 minutes.
Before one tundish is worn out the tundishes are exchanged to allow a continuous operation of the caster. If jobs are sequenced properly and if these tundish changes are performed always in time a caster can operate for several days or even weeks continuously.
The main criteria that constrains the sequence of jobs are compatibility constraints between jobs. There are three compatibility aspects that must be considered. The steel grade (the chemical analysis) of subsequent charges must be similar, the casting format may vary only in certain ranges and the degassing procedure in the secondary metallurgy must be compatible. A heuristic says that the format should be alternatively increasing and decreasing slowly whereby some orders have restrictions that only increasing or decreasing is possible. Rules about which steel qualities may be cast one after the other are given explicitly.
Usually, there are hard constraints saying that two qualities may not be sequenced, but there are also soft rules that say that it is not so good to sequence two qualities. If no feasible sequence can be found, three operations may help:
• To separate two incompatible jobs, a plate may be inserted into the strand. This results in the production of a useless slab. These costs are quantifiable. However, this operation has also some compatibility constraints. If the difference between the subsequent steel grades is too strong, no quality separation is possible.
• Also a change of tundishes may help. Such a change has higher costs than a quality separation. However, if the change must be performed anyway due to the required maintenance operation, the costs are less.
• The most expensive operation is a set-up of the caster. This means some hours of interruption without casting. Set-ups are required when an interruption in the delivery occurs or the duration between two changes of tundishes is less than 100 minutes.
The three operations ensure that every sequence of jobs can be transformed into a feasible schedule. However, to maximize the production the casters should process the steel continuously without interruptions. So the main objective is to have as few set-ups as possible. Secondary objectives are a minimization of tundish changes and quality separations. However, few set-ups can often be achieved by many quality separations.
Since each quality separation has quantifiable costs it may be possible that trade-off between two criteria must be considered.
Constraints in the Rolling Mill
Subsequent jobs on the rolling stands must have similar steel quality and constraints on width and thickness of rolled goods must be considered. Similar steel qualities can be rolled in a sequence. However, the length of such a sequence is restricted by the lifetime of the rolls. Therefore, typically a number of orders are grouped and it is desired to roll them in sequence whereby the width of the strip first increases and decreases then over these orders forming a curve of a coffin. Of course some small deviations from this ideal curve will occur. 
Coordination of Plants
The constraints concerning the chemical compatibility on the caster are slightly different than for the rolling stands but for the example they are not distinguished. Theoretically, if many orders of the same steel quality and format are ordered, the coordination would be no problem. On the other hand, especially the distributed approach proposed here seems to solve the problem best.
Another problem that shall be considered here, is that not all steel qualities can be rolled warm. These orders must cool down before they are processed in the rolling mill.
This makes it difficult to find a good sequence on the caster and the rolling stand without a large slab stock. At the moment, a large amount of the castings are going into stock without necessity. These orders must be reheated to be able to be processed on the rolling stands. They cause enormous costs due to the necessity of reheating and due to the binding of investments. Approximately 20-25% of the orders cannot be rolled warm due to chemical reasons, 35-45% are actually rolled warm and the rest is not rolled warm due to poor planning.
The actual situation is that both plants are rather autonomous. Two expert systems were developed independently. The CAPS-system [4] supports experts in the rolling mill to construct lists of orders for the steel making shop. Such a list contains some ordered groups of jobs that are classified as warm-throughput and the steel making plant is asked to produce these orders in the given order. In the expert system most of the technological constraints of steel making shop are implemented to be able to check for constraint violations. However, there is no intention to construct optimal schedules. The VAI-Schedex-system [5] tries to find good sequences for the steel making shop but it is restricted in its capabilities because it has to maintain the given order of the lists.
Iterative Repair-based Scheduling
Iterative improvement methods are a class of problem solving methods that suits best for complex optimization problems [6] and can be applied easily for reactive scheduling [2] . Furthermore, it fits also well for cooperative scheduling problems as will be pointed out here. We have made some experiments with iterative improvement methods [7] and have decided to concentrate in further investigations on a combined approach of tabu search with a repair-based heuristic. For the representation of constraints we use fuzzy sets.
Fuzzy Constraints and the Evaluation of Schedules
Scheduling can be defined as the process of allocating a set of operations temporally to a set of machines. The complexity of this process comes from the necessity to consider several technological and organizational constraints. Although the representation of crisp constraints is overwhelming in the theoretical literature, our experience in several plant was that human experts especially in the steel making industry cannot give exact boundaries of allowed quantities (i.e. crisp constraints). Consequently we model the satisfaction of constraints by fuzzy sets. For example, the satisfaction of a due date can be mapped on the linguistic fuzzy values very early, early, in time, late, or very late.
To reflect production necessities one has to distinguish between hard and soft constraints. Hard constraints as the maximal lifetime of a tundish (240 minutes) in our example may never be violated. On the other side soft constraints as for example due dates should be considered but may be violated if some other advantage can be gained by the violation. Typically, soft constraints are subject to optimize. However, also constraints that have sharp boundaries have different regions that have different utility values. Thus the length of the tundish should be near of the longest possible duration since otherwise production costs would raise.
From different quantities described by fuzzy sets other quantities may be derivable.
The duration how long the casting of one job takes depends on the size of a heat, the casting velocity, and some other uncontrollable parameters. Therefore this duration is also represented by fuzzy numbers. To decide whether a tundish change must be inserted at a certain place in the sequence of jobs on a caster, the fuzzy durations of all jobs since the last change are added. This estimation how long the casting of a group of jobs till the next tundish change takes is mapped on linguistic values like very short, short, medium, long, very long, and too long to represent how likely it is that the jobs can be cast without tundish change. The last symbol represents a hard constraint violation and is not allowed.
Due to the characteristics of the application it is possible to construct always schedules without violations of hard constraints. Soft constraint violations are subject to optimization and their satisfaction is considered in the evaluation function. However, the methodology is not restricted to such applications. In [3] it was shown that the methodology is also applicable in a high-grade steel production where the compatibility problem is greater and not always a feasible schedule can be constructed by simple insertion of additional operations.
Due date constraints and an objective like minimizing the number of set-ups have of course different importance. In the application due dates are not so important. Although the number of set-ups is never a hard constraint violation, the minimization is more important than due date violations. Therefore different kinds of constraint violations get different weights. Although compatibility constraints are the strictest constraints in the application, their consistency is achieved through insertion of a quality separation, a tundish change, or a set-up.
Usually there are more jobs to be scheduled than actually can be scheduled.
Therefore the most important jobs should be scheduled in any case. To achieve a balance between important jobs and the satisfaction of constraints we model also the importance of jobs by fuzzy sets.
The evaluation of a schedule is now the mean of the weighted satisfaction degree of all constraints. The aggregation is described in more detail in [8] . The value of this evaluation function is always a fuzzy value between 0 and 1. The optimal value is theoretically 1, but when different steel grades are involved, this value can never be reached. Good evaluations for the data that we have used in experiments for the steel making shop range between .91 and .93 [7] .
Tabu Search with Repair Heuristic
Tabu Search is an iterative search method that modifies by local search a given schedule to find a better schedule. Usually only better schedules are accepted, but to escape from local optima also schedules that get a worse evaluation are accepted. A tabu mechanism controls heuristically that reversals to old solutions are minimized. A wide range of scheduling problems were already solved with Tabu Search. Barnes and Laguna [9] give an overview on some of these solutions.
Tabu Search is inspired to a great extend by research in cognitive science [10, 11] .
One of the key ideas is a dynamic memory that stores attributes of past solutions of the search process. In a short-time memory, characteristics of recent solutions are stored to avoid reversals or cycles in search. A long-term memory is used to define phases of intensified and diversified search. Thus, if a region of the search space was examined intensively without finding better solutions, the long term memory can switch parameters to guide the search process to different regions. Several concepts are required to fulfill this behavior.
First approaches of Tabu Search have investigated the whole neighborhood [12] , however in realistic industrial applications this is intractable. Consequently later it was advised to form first samples of neighbors and to examine then the whole sample to select the best modification. [13] apply for example swap operators and restrict the distance between two jobs that are swapped to be smaller than some d. We use the strategy to repair the greatest conflict in a schedule to form such a sample. If for example one job is late, we only try operators that move the late job to another place. If the compatibility between two jobs j 1 and j 2 is not so good we try to move either job j 1 or j 2 .
The repair heuristic is influenced by other approaches. For example the approach of [14] considers the edges on the critical path as the potential points of optimization for scheduling problems where the makespan shall be minimized. In [15] the "minconflicts" strategy for constraint-based representations were proposed and it was shown for the Hubble Space Telescope that this strategy is adequate for large scheduling problems. Basically it is tried to minimize the number of constraint violations. Since our representation of constraint violations is of finer granularity, our approach can be more sensitive than the last approach and moreover we can represent with fuzzy sets also objectives like the minimization of makespan.
To escape from local optima it is also possible to select a neighbor with a worse evaluation. To avoid cycles in search, a tabu list is introduced that contains attributes of past solutions. If a new schedule is considered that matches with one of these elements of the tabu list, this schedule is tabu and the next best neighbor is looked for.
Theoretically, one could store a whole schedule in the tabu list to make it tabu. Since this would be too space and time consuming, only some attributes of an old schedule are stored. Now it can occur that a new schedule is generated which has the stored attributes, but is apart from that different to the old schedule. To enable under specified conditions the overriding of the tabu status of an attribute, an aspiration level condition can be introduced. A typical condition is that a new best solution is found.
The stored attributes should characterize the solution as good as possible. Therefore, for specific applications different attributes seems to be appropriate. In the repair-based approach the repaired constraint violation is a promising attribute. It makes sense to forbid at least for some time that the violation occurs again. Consequently, if we repair a compatibility constraint between jobs j 1 and j 2 , this pair is stored as a tabu element.
For other constraint violations this is not possible. In this case, the position of the job that is moved is stored and the job may not return to this place.
The tabu list simulating a human short-term memory has a restricted length and it is usually implemented as a ring buffer. Glover recommends to restrict it to seven entries.
With this length restriction it will be possible for the case of storing the original positions of jobs that after seven modifications a job will return to its original place in the schedule.
One possibility to have a diversification of the search is to change the length of the tabu list dynamically. With a longer list more operators will be tabu and a search in different regions will be the result, thus achieving a diversification. If some other good solution is found that differs considerable from old good solutions, the length of the tabu list can be shortened again. Another possibility is to switch between different operators. For example a swap operator exchanging only adjacent operations leads to a more intensified search whereas operators that produce greater neighborhood structures aim at a diversification. To force a diversification also probabilistic techniques can be applied.
Exemplary Construction of a Schedule
To illustrate the iterative repair-based scheduling method and the cooperation between such systems we restrict the complexity of the example. We assume there is only one continuous caster (CC) in the steel making shop and one rolling stand (RS) in the mill. The slabs may cool down in the slab stock (SS) and will be prepared for milling in the pusher-type furnace (PF). After warm rolling, the steel is delivered to the cold rolling mill (CRM). With cold rolling the steel is finished or is either delivered to the galvanization shop (GS) or the pickling line (PL). We assume the casting frequency is two jobs an hour. If the steel must cool down we demand one hour for this cooling process. In reality, these dates are of course longer and vary considerably, but they were idealized here to restrict the complexity of the example.
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Figure 4: Units in the Example
The following list of orders / jobs depicts in the second column the expected delivery day, in the third the final destination, in the fourth to sixth column the format of casting and rolling and in the last column an indication whether the steel can be rolled warm. This schedule is evaluated and constraint violations are searched for. A violation exists between jobs j 11 and j 6 because the increase in width is not allowed here. The repair based strategy first tries to find other places for j 11 . Because no better place is found, it is examined whether for j 6 a better place can be found. The tabu list in this small example is rather short. Since the scheduler has performed only two modifications it consists of two elements that forbid that these jobs are put back to their old place in the schedule. The job j 6 may not be placed again before job j 11 for the next modifications. Although the move of job j 6 has also changed the position of other jobs as for example job j 2 , these modifications are only side effects. If the scheduler would decide now to take job j 1 at the end of the schedule, job j 2 could return to its old position. The following graphic illustrates the tabu list.
tabu list j 6 j 11 j 5 6
Figure 5: Tabu List for the Example
However, the found sequence for the rolling mill is no feasible casting sequence because the jobs j 4 , j 5 , j 11 , and j 12 must be rolled cold. The rolling mill scheduling system constructs therefore the casting sequence CS 1 by shifting these jobs back:
CS 1 j 6 j 1 j 4 j 2 j 3 j 5 j 7 j 8 j 10 j 11 j 12 j 9
If the jobs are cast in this sequence, the sequence RS 3 can be processed on the rolling stand. The schedule for both aggregates is depicted in Fig. 6 . 
Fuzzy Communication
In actual practice the rolling mill delivers lists of jobs to the steel making shop. Some of these jobs are ordered in fixed sequences to enable a warm throughput of the slabs from the casters to the rolling stands. The order of these jobs may not be changed by the scheduler in the steel making plant. The remaining jobs can be produced in any order because they will go to the slab stock. The result is that jobs classified as warm throughput have additional costs in the steel making plant because they cannot be rearranged according to the constrains and objectives on the caster. On the other side, more jobs could be delivered warm if a communication of both systems would take place.
However, for such an application it seems insufficient to send only a crisp representation of the schedule to the cooperating partner. In a crisp model the RMSS could demand that a job j 2 should be cast at 2 PM, for example. What should the partner do, if this date cannot be met? Often such due dates can be relaxed. In the steel making shop at Linz, a very general rule says that a due date must be met in ± 2 hours. This is insufficient because often these times vary. For example, the exact date of the first job of a sequence may have a greater variance than its successors that should be more exact in regard to the first job. However, more important than such due dates are constraints on the sequence because a different order can mean that one job must wait until other jobs are processed. With fuzzy sets one can express easily both kinds of knowledge.
Cooperated Construction of a Schedule
Our approach for an improved communication is as follows: One system starts to construct a schedule. After the first heuristic construction, the schedule is repaired until some good evaluation is found. The search can be stopped after a predefined deadline, when no constraint violations remain or when some necessary evaluation value is reached. This schedule is send to the second system and important constraints are attached. These constraints are interpreted as organizational constraints by the second system. Organizational constraints are not usually so important as technical ones but they are still considered in the evaluation function. The second system uses the received schedule as a first solution and repairs it by local search.
For our example we sketch the following scenario: The schedule CS 1 constructed by the rolling mill scheduling system (RMSS) is delivered to the scheduling system of the steel making shop (SMSS). The schedule consists of a list of jobs, a number of fuzzy sets describing windows when casting can be performed and a set of fuzzy sequence constraints.
In this scenario it makes sense to restrict job j 1 to be early since its delivery day is today and job j 12 to be late because the job with the smallest width should be last in the rolling sequence. Furthermore, the job j 2 should be scheduled sometime in the middle because it has a wide rolling format. The interpretation of these temporal fuzzy sets should be clear as they are the same as in systems like those described in [2] or [15] .
The following graphic shows the fuzzy sets for these three jobs that are submitted together with constraints for other jobs to the SMSS. Furthermore, the RMSS constrains some sequences to be necessary. If there is one, from the view of the compatibility constraints, exotic job j 11 that has only one possible successor j 12 , this is expressed explicitly by a fuzzy sequence constraint that is hardly relaxable. There may be some minutes lapse between both jobs but no other job can be processed between them as described by Fig. 8 . The jobs j 1 , j 2 , and j 3 shall be rolled together . Since they all have the same quality they may be processed in any order. This is expressed in Fig. 9 by a soft sequence constraint.
9. Job j 2 may start an hour earlier or later than job j 3 . Job j 4 shall be rolled immediately before j 7 . Since j 4 must cool down one hour, there must be a lapse of one hour between both. This is again expressed by a fuzzy sequence constraint. To be robust in case of unexpected events the highest degree of satisfaction is achieved for a time a little bit later than 1. This constraint is illustrated in Fig. 10 . Furthermore we assume that there is a constraint violation between j 8 and j 11 The search performed by both systems can again be controlled by an iterative improvement method like tabu search. However, this will not be discussed further here since no experiments were made in this direction.
Reactive Scheduling
The applied representation of fuzzy constraints and the iterative improvement method supports also reactive scheduling. First, we support the construction of robust schedules. By giving the distance constraint between j 4 and j 7 a high satisfaction somewhere behind 1 hour, schedules will be preferred that have more than one hour distance. If now one of the jobs before j 7 has a shorter processing time than expected, the production will not be interrupted.
Second, fuzzy constraints are a kind of filter for the communication. If a deviation of processing times is recognized in the steel making shop then fuzzy sets are used to decide whether this deviation has to be reported to the scheduler of the rolling mill and whether rescheduling is necessary. If the satisfaction degree falls under some predefined threshold, communication and perhaps rescheduling is performed.
Finally, the representation of fuzzy sets supports rescheduling, because they indicate potential relaxation of constraints that may be made for production to proceed. In case of such a rescheduling, again Tabu Search and the fuzzy constraints posted earlier are used to find the best possible schedule.
Conclusions
We have described a cooperative problem solving method for scheduling applications with a communication language based on fuzzy sets. The assumptions of this method are that no single scheduling system can adequately solve such a problem and that no explicit global objective can be posted. Thus the individual systems have to negotiate.
Although this problem solving method was not yet tested in the described application first experiments show the applicability and from our discussion one can see its benefits: Due to a more expressive language the scheduling systems remain independent and they can consider more details of the technical constraints of its partners.
The application of fuzzy sets for this communication process has the advantage that more information is transmitted than in the case of crisp data communication. We have introduced here a model of representing temporal relations with fuzzy logic which is as far as we now new. With the representation of uncertain durations by fuzzy sets we achieve a representation model that constrains the search space of the partner on one side but gives the partner on the other side the freedom to rearrange the solution in order to fit better to its own constraints.
A possible extension of our temporal framework would be a combination with a qualitative temporal constraint model as described by [16] . However, it is not clear what the benefits of such a constraint propagation algorithm would be. Since most of the times in our application are quantitatively known, it seems an overhead without any advantage. Nevertheless, it is an interesting theoretical problem to define fuzzy interval relations in a constraint propagation graph.
The search for globally near optimal solution is performed by local optimization and aggregating the achieved evaluation values. We have described the procedure by an example with two systems, but it seems to be no problem to communicate between more systems. We could imagine also to have a hierarchical structure above all systems like in the approach of Burke and Prosser [17] . We could also incorporate a production planning system into our distributed problem solving approach. Instead of giving release and due dates the production planning system would assign fuzzy sets to orders with.
A problem that was not yet considered is that sometimes disjunctions of temporal relations or assigned operation times would be helpful. In another application, described in [18] , constraints exist that a job must be processed in a day shift. If a schedule for a week is constructed several trapezoids in the associated fuzzy set could be contained.
The same is possible if one wants to constrain that one job is either immediately before or after another job. However, disjunctions between three jobs are not expressible. For the described example it could make sense to say that either the sequence j 1 , j 2 , j 3 or the sequence j 3 , j 2 , j 1 is desired.
An open problem with our approach that should not be under-estimated is the adjustment of constraints and their importance against each other. Since there is no immediate translation from existent domain concepts into the fuzzy sets some kind of simulation must be performed to find the right weights for an application.
The proposed approach shall now be integrated into the DÉJÀ VU class library for intelligent scheduling systems [19] . This library is commercially available. More information about the library and how to obtain the library can be found at http://www.dbai.tuwien.ac.at/proj/DejaVu.
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